Climate Risk Zones: Predicting Migration Outflows in Southeast Asia

Introduction

The world has largely united around the issue of reducing the severity of climate change in the coming decades. The threat of sea-level rise (SLR) and more frequent and dramatic climate events such as monsoons and drought has inspired countries to enact policies reducing carbon emissions and sign supranational agreements such as the Paris Climate Accord. Despite these efforts, global carbon emissions actually increased by 2% by the end of 2017.1 The harmful effects of climate change will not yet be mitigated, so the world should prepare for more significant SLR and droughts. Researchers have predicted that climate change will lead to migration outflows from affected regions as a reaction to inundated lands and crop failures.2 Those migration outflows may in turn incite conflict between competing ethnic or political groups.3

This project is an effort to predict from where these population movements may originate with regard to Southeast Asia. This region was chosen in particular because of its vulnerability to SLR and its instability: many of the countries in this region are ethnically fractionalized and numerous ethnic conflicts are currently being fought in these states. I will predict these climate risk zones based on SLR, areas of low precipitation, and drought indices and analyze the potential outmigration in relation to the governance indices of the relevant countries: measures of political rights and government stability. Are these zones concentrated in any specific countries, and if so, could those states’ regime contexts lead to friction and violence?

Methodology

For this research, I used country and continent polygons from Esri; a 3 feet sea-level inundation raster from the Center for Remote Sensing of Ice Sheets; a Palmer Drought Severity Index (PDSI) raster with data from 1850 to 2014 from the National Center for Atmospheric Research; and a precipitation raster with data from 1978 to 2014 from NOAA. I also referenced a dataset on farming areas and seasons by Goethe University faculty, a political rights index from Freedom House, and a government instability index by the Economist Intelligence Unit.

To determine average precipitation during a broad range of agricultural seasons I exported precipitation data during June and November over a 10 year period to new layers and used raster calculator for both months. I repeated this step for PDSI, using the same time-frame. I used the Euclidean distance tool on the inundation layer to determine the areas closest and furthest from SLR. I reclassified each of these new layers from one to five, with the former denoting “safe” areas and the latter areas of climate risk: inundation or drought.

I created a layer illustrating climate risk zones by adding reclassified precipitation, PDSI, and inundation layers in raster calculator. I repeated this with a 50% weighting for SLR and 25% weighting for both precipitation and PDSI. Various pixels were blank because the original PDSI data lacked complete global coverage. I interpolated these data to estimate these missing areas and used kernel density for easier visual interpretation of the maps.

Conclusions

Myanmar, Laos, Thailand, Cambodia, and Vietnam, which all lie within two broad agricultural seasons, are of special interest in this analysis. Their main crops grow in blocks around June and November and these areas have experienced proportionally less precipitation than in neighboring countries. This region has a fairly pronounced climate vulnerability as indicated in the accompanying figures to the right. This is even more alarming when considering the repressive political atmosphere of these states:

This shows a composite score derived from political rights and regime stability indices and suggests that these climate refugees may face persecution from repressive governments as they compete with other groups for land and resources. Many of the risk zones are populated by oppressed ethnic minorities, who may become more desperate when faced with a dwindling supply of food and water after their land becomes uninhabitable. Though vulnerable to SLR, Indonesia presents a less fragile environment. Although home to hundreds of ethnic groups, the country has been able to avoid major intra-state strife. Its governance index also suggests that violence is not on the horizon. The risk of ethnic conflict resulting from migration and ethnic fractionalization, though not completely unmanageable, is low. Regarding my initial spatial question, climate risk zones do appear to be consistent through the agricultural season.
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